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　あらま し　増え続 ける トラ フ ィ ッ ク の効率的な収容 と低 消費電力化の 要求 を背景 として ，単
一

波長 を パ ス （波長 パ

ス ）と し て扱 う
L

階層光パ ス ネ ッ トワ
ー

クの 普及が進 んで い る．近 い 将来予想 され る トラ フ ィ ッ クの 爆発的な増加 に

対 し，中継ノー ドに お け る経路制御 の 効率化 を 目指 し ， 複数波長 パ ス を論理 的に束ねた大容量パ ス （波長群パ ス ）と

し て扱 う多階層光パ ス ネ ッ トワ
ー

ク が検討 され て い る．一
階層並び に多階層光 パ ス ネ ッ トワ

ー
ク の い ずれにお い て

も ， 光 パ ス の 始 終端処 理 （add ！drop処 理 ）に 関わ る光ス イ ッ チ 規模は ノー ド全体 の 光 ス イ ッ チ の 多くを 占める．本稿 で

は ， add ！drop 処理 に関わ る光 ス イ ッ チ に波長群パ ス 単位 で の 処理 を導入する と同時に ，光パ ス の 経路制御及び再構

成処理 を行 うク ロ ス コ ネク ト部か ら当該機能を分離し た 新た なノー ドア ーキ テ ク チ ャ を提案す る，提案ノー ドアー

キ テ クチ ャ は，マ トリクス ス イ ッ チ を べ 一
ス とする add ！drop構成にお い て ，ノー ド全体の ス イ ッ チ規模の 削減だけ

で な く，ColorlessfDirectionless1Contentionless機能を提供す る add ！drop用 ス イ ッ チ の 規模 を最小限に抑え る こ とが可

能 とな る．数値例 に よ り，従来 の
一階層光ク ロ ス コ ネク トに 比 べ ，ス イ ッ チ規模が最大 45％削減され る こ とを示す ．
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　Abstract　Deployment 　of 　single 　layer　optical　path　networks 　that　handle　wavelengt1 　channels 　as　a 　s血gle　entity 　is　advancing

because　of 　continually 　traffic　increase　and 　low　power　consumption ，　Hierarchical　optical 　path　network 　that　adopts 　waveband 　is

recognized 　as 　a　key　technology　to　suppress 　the　optical　switch 　size 　and 　to　meet 　the　expected 　traffTic　expansion 　in　the　near 　future，

For　both　single 　layer　and 　hierarchical　optical　path　networks ，　a　1arge　part　of 　switches 　is　devoted　to　realize 　add ！drop　operations

for　originating ！terminating 　paths　at　nodes ．　In　this　paper，　we 　propose　new 　hierarchical　optical 　node 　architect 肛 es 　that　separate

add ！drop　switches 　f｝om 　the　cross −connect 　part　fbr　routing 　and 　reconfiguration 　of 　optical 　paths．　The 　proposed　node 　architecture

can 　not 　only 　reduce 　the　total　size　of 重he　cross −connect 　part　but　also 　minimize 　the　addfdrop　switch 　scale 　for　realizing　colorless ！

directionless！contentionless 　capabilities 　by　introducing　a　novel 　switch 　configuration 　based　on 　waveband 　routing ，　Numerical

results　show 　that　the　proposed　hierarchical　node 　architecture 　can 　attain　45％ switch 　size 　reduct 主on 　at　a　maximum ，
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1．】［nt「oduction

　Tbe　continual 　growtll　of 　trafflc　demand　is　evolving　the　optical

network 　tec  010gies 　due　to　theiT　cost 　 effectiveness 　 and 　srnall

energy 　 consumption ［1亅，　 In　 the　 c  ent 　 optical 　 cross ・connect

（OXC ）and 　reconfigurable 　optical 　addldrop 　multiplexer （ROADM ）

systerns，　optical 　paths　are 　switched 　at　wavelength 　path　granularity，
which 　is　 called 　as　 single 　 layer　 optical 　 path　network ．　 New

video −cennic 　broadband　services 　includi皿g　ultra −high　definition　TV

are 　Advancing ［2｝．　As　a　result，　the　traffic　volume 　is　expected 　to

explode 　in　the　near 　fUture．　This　means 　the　signif玉cant　increase　in

the　number 　of 　optical 　paths　proccssed　at　each 　node ，　and 　increase　in

the　switch 　scale ．　To　cope 　With　this　situation ，　the　hierarchical　optical

path　network 　has　been　extensively 　investigated　［3−5］．　The

hieτarchical 　OXC （HOXC ）introduces　the　waveband 　path（a　bundie

ef 　multiple 　wavelength 　paths）as　a　higher−order 　optical 　path．　It　has
been　verified 　that　a　hierarchical　optical 　path　netWork 　with

waveband 　routing 　can 　greatly　reduce 　the　total　number 　of 　optical

sWitch 　ports，　and 　thus　decrease　the　switch 　scale 　needed ［3，4】．

　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 一19−
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  The HOXC  consists  of waveband  cross-connect  (WBXC) that
switches  waveband  paths and  wavelength  eross-conneet  (WXC)
that handles wavelength  paths [S-8]. Several studies  provided
HOXC  node  architectures  and  detailed analyses  [6-8]. The

substantial  effbctiveness  ofthe  HOXCs  in terms  of  switch  scale has

been confirmed.  This was  verified  for both the matrix-switch-based

HOXC  [6, 7], and  the wavelengthlwaveband-selective-switch-

based HOXC  [8]. Recently, the hardware  implementation of  an  8x8

HOXC,  each  fiber ofwhich  carries  80 X's, has been presented [9].
These studies  clarified  that the reduction  in switch  size  strongly

depends on  the waveband  addfdrop  ratio  [6-8], i.e. the ratio  of  the

number  of  addedidropped  waveband  paths to that of  all

outgoingiincoming  waveband  paths. However, further switch  size

reduction  is desirable and  it will  be most  effbctively  attained  by the

scale  reduction  efthe  WXC  part, which  is the dominant part ofthe

current  HOXC.  We  have already  proposed an  HOXC  architecture

that separately  handles two  categories  of  addfdrop  wavebands;

eriginatingltenminating  and  groQming [10]. The architecture  can

reduce  the total switch  size  since  addedldropped  wavelength  paths
frornfto the electrical  layer do net  pass through  the WXC  part.

  An  OXC  with  celorless,  directionless, and  contentionless

(CDIC) capability  is the key to creating fiexible optical  networks

[l 1, 12]. These capabilitjes  are  of  critical  importance in configuring

optical  paths to respond  te continually  changing  network  situations

quickly and  economical]y  without  manual  operations,  A
transponder  is colorless  ifit can  cennect  any  wavelength  channel  to

any  fiber port, which  can  be done with  a  tunable transpender.

Directionless operatien enables each  transponder to access any

inputioutput fiber. The contentionless  functionality allows  multiple

transponders  to access  different fibers simultaneously  with  the

same  wavelength.  Usual!y the  switch  scale  necessary  for
implementing the CfDtC function is very  1arge and  costly.  For

example,  to handlc 8 optical  fibers, each  carrying  96 wavelength

channels,  the OXC  needs  a  huge 768 x  768 switch  just for C/D/C
operation,  which  is obviously  impractical. It is therefore natural  to

limit the maximum  nurnber  of  wavelength  paths originating  or

terrninating at the OXC.

  In this paper, we  propose  novel  matrix-switch-based  hierarchical

optical  nede  architectures  for the  purpose ofreducing  CDfC  switch

scale,  By  applying  a  declicated addldrop  interface, the proposed
node  architecture  not  only  decrcases the scale  ef  WXC  part but also

controls  thc originatingfterrninating  ratio  independently, which  can

minimize  CIDfC switch  scale.  The configuration  of  the  CfDtC
switch  itself is not  discussed hcrein. Scveral technologies for

creating  the CXDtC  switch  are  known, for example  optical  or

electrical spaee switches or  ODU  cross-connects  if sub-X

granularity is necessary.  Starting from our  previous work  [10],
which  introduced a  node  architecture  with  dedicated addfdrop

functionality, this paper  offers  a  strategy  to reduce  CID/C switeh

scale.  First, we  surnmarize  the conventional  switch  arehitectures

and  present the  main  concept  of  the pToposed switeh  architecture.

Three HOXC  architectures  are  then proposed considering  clifferent
originatingfterminating  restrictions.  A  quantitative analysis  shows

that the proposed node  architecture  can  substantially  reduce  tota1

switch  scale.

add drop

Fig. I Conventionalsingle-layerOXC,

        drop add

         Fig.2 ConventionalHOXCarchitecture.

2. Preliminaries
2.1. Conyentional switch  architectures  for single-layer

    OXC  and  HOXC

  Figs. 1 and  2 depict conventional  switch  (SW) architectures  for
single-layer  OXC  and  HOXC,  respectively.  Let K  be the number  of

inputfoutput fibers and  L the number  efwavelength  paths per fibez
The originatingtterminating  ratio, the ratio  ofthe  number  of  optical

paths for termination  or  origination  to that of  all incomingfoutgoing

optical paths, is denoted as  z. The conventional  single-layer  OXC

has L (1+z)K x (1-:z)K matrix  SWs  for each  group of  optical  paths
with  the same  wavelength,  see  Fig. 1 [6]. This architecture  imposes

a limit on  the number  of  addedrdropped  wavelength  paths within

each  wavelength  index group. For the HOXC,  let Mbe  the number

ofwaveband  paths per fiber, N  the number  of  wavelength  paths per
waveband,  and  y the grooming ratio;  the ratio  of  the nurnber  of

waveband  paths that can  be reconfigured  at the WXC  part to that of
all  incomingloutgoing waveband  paths. The  conventional  HOXC

has M  K  x K  matrix  SWs  for each  waveband  index group, and  N

tv+z)KMx tv+z)KMmatrix SWs  for each  i-th wavelength  index in

incoming wavebands.  In addition,  this HOXC  uses 2K  rnatrix  SWs
spccially  designed for waveband  addldrop  operations  and  celorless

multiXdemultiplexers  (MUXsfDEMUXs) that can  be commonly

used  by any  waveband  indices to aehieve  colorless  waveband

adcYdrop  eperation.  For more  details ofthis  configuration,  refer  te

[7]. In the node  architecture  proposcd in this  paper, we  assume  the
HOXC  architecture  shown  in Fig. 2, except  for addfdrop  functions
frornfto the electncal  layer, since it is one  of  the most  advanced

matrix-switeh  based architectures  in hierarchical cross-connect

nodes  [7].
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 Fig. 5 Proposed I[R-HOXC  architeeture  with resniction  on

originatinglterrninating  waveband  paths (only drop part is

Mustrated).
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Fig. 4 Overal] structure  ofproposed  node  architecture,

Fig, 6 Proposed EFR-HOXC  architecture  (only drop part).

2.2. Basic concept  of  nede  architeeture  with  dedicated

    addldrop  switch  for termination

  The basic concept  of  the proposed  HOXC  architecture is

splitting  add/drop  functions into those for originatinglterminating

waveband  paths and  those for grooming waveband  paths. TheiT

ratios  are  called  originatingiterrninating  ratio  and  grooming ratio,

respectively  [9], This concept  can  be straightforwardly  applied  to

conventional  single-layer  OXCs  (replace HOXC  with single-layer

OXC  in Fig. 4), however, we  focus here on  the HOXC.  The

important point is to allocate  smatL  SWs  dedicated to specific

functions. It is noted  that we  can  contror  only the  grooming ratio

because the originating/terminating  ratio  (or number  of  paths) is

determined by dernands from the upper  layer. We  have proposed a
network  design algorithrn  with  grooming ratio  restriction  that  is

applicable  to our  proposed HOXC  architecture  [9], As  shown  in Fig.

3, our  proposed HOXC  architecture  and  clesign algorithm  can

achieye  significant  reductions  in switch  scale  and  hence network

cost,  compared  to the single  layer optical  path network;  M=  8, N=

12 arid 9x9 regular  mesh  network  was  used.  Even when  the

grooming  ratio  is restricted  to O,2, the proposed algorithn  provides
almost  the  same  network  eosts  as  that with  no  restriction  for all

traffic demand areas.  This means  that the HOXC  offers  about  50%

switch  scale  reduction  in the cross-cennect  part [6, 8]. Please note
that  earriers  do  not  need  to know  the optimal  value  ofthe  grooming

ratio, What carriers  sheulcl  do is to declare the arnount  of

originating  or  terrninating traenc at nodes  and  node  degree. With

the values,  the network  design a]gorithm  automatically  determines

necessary  switch  hardware scale to accommodate  the demands  with

censideration  ofthe  grooming ratio  restriction.

3.Proposed HOXC  architectures  eonsidering  three

  kinds of  originatin  gtterminating ratios

  Fig. 4 depicts the functional diagram of  proposed HOXC

architecture,  At  the first stage,  a dcdicated SW  foT termination,

incoming waveband  paths are  separated  into those terminated at the

node  and  those forwarded to other  nodes,  The second  stage

provides the cross-connect  function with  the conventional  HOXC.

The dedicated SW  for origination  traffic at the third stage  transmits

the waveband  paths to adjacent  nodes  by merging  optical  paths
from the cross-connect  part and  waveband  paths originated  at the

node.  Discussion in this paper is focused on  just the drep side  of

the node,  that is, the drop side  SW  for terrnination, The same  SW

arehitecture  ean  be applied  te the  add  sicle SW  for origination  paths
by reversing  the optical  signal  direction.

  We  propose three HOXC  architectures  that impose different drop

restrictions,  Separation of  drop SW  part can  be realized  by matrix

SWs  that have through  ports, as  are  used  in conventional  HOXC

nodes  [7], In the proposed HOXC.  architecnJres,  switching

operation  of  the  dedicated SW  is carried  out  at the waveband  path

granularity level. In the ftont ofthe  CDIC  SWI these architectures

need  DEmoXs  that have capability  of  colorless  operation,  that is,

dernultiplexing any  ef  the waveband  paths regardless  of  the

waveband  index. For example,  a  cyelie  arrayed  waveguide  grating

(AWG) or  the specially  desigried AWG  for colorless  operation  can

be applied  to these DEMUXs.  Please see  [7] for the details of  this

topic.

  Fig, 5 shows  a  TR-HOXC  that restricts  the  waveband

terminating  ratio,  the number  of  drop waveband  paths to total

incoming waveband  paths, (this ratio  is unrelated  to fiber or

.21-
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Table1.ComparisonofroposedHOXCarchitectures

Kindsofrestriction FieSWelement#ofSC #ofcross-oints
Total-TR Fi.4-a KxK KM 2KM+2zKMiM-1+2K+KM+ N

Eachfiber-EFR Fi.4-(b MxzM - 2zK+2K+KM+KN
Eachwaveband-EBRFi.4-c KxzK - 2zKM+2K+KM+KN

C/DICSW

-KM----

WBDEMUX

DEMUX

----t

i

tttttt HOXC

i zK

K

  Fig, 7 Proposed EBR-HOXC  architecture  (only drop part).

waveband  index). We  call  this total restriction.  Fig. 6 displays an
EFR-HOXC  that  limits the ratio  of  terminating  waveband  paths in
terms of  each  fiber (called each  fiber restriction).  Fig. 7 shows  an

EBR-HOXC  that resnicts  the number  of terminating waveband

paths by each  waveband  index (called each  waveband  restriction).

1lable 1 summarizes  required  SW  elements,  the numbeT  of  star

couplers,  and  number  ofswitch  cross-points.

4. Switch scale  evaluatiens  and  comparison  of  HOXC

  vs. single-layer  OXC

  The  SW  scale  is evaluated  by counting  the number  of

cross-points  including the drop side  SW  for termination as  well  as

the add  side  SW  for origination  and  the cross-connect  part
represented  as  HOXC.  This evaluation  contains all the SWs  except

foT CfDfC SWs  because the required  scale  of  CfDIC SW  is the
same  in both the single-Iayer  OXC  and  the HOXC,  if the
originatinglterminating  ratio  is the same.  For comparison,  we

consider  two single-layer OXCs. One is that shewn  in Fig. 1, and
the other  is a  single-layer  OXC,  called  the advanced  sing]e-layer

OXC,  that adopts  separate  addldrep  SWs  for origination  and

termination. The advanced  single-layer  OXC  ernploys  matrix

switches  with  through  perts as  in the proposed HOXC,  but they
operate  at wavelength  path granularity. These single-layer  OXCs
offer  each  wavelength  restriction  as  regards  originatinglterrninating

wavelength  paths. In this evaluation,  the fo11owing parameters are
useq  M=8,  IV!12, thus L=96, JFO.25.  As  mentioned  before, the
reason  for choosing  grooming  ratio  )=O.25  is that the efficient

algorithm  [9] yields almost  the same  performance as  when  no

grooming restriction  is imposed.

  Fig. 8 demonstrates the evaluated  SW  scales  with regard  to

switch  degree K, where  z  is set  at  O.375. The proposed HOXC
architectures  greatly reduce  SW  size  regardless  ofrestriction  type,
compared  to conventional  and  advanced  single-layer  OXCs.  lhe

proposed TR-HOXC  achieves  over  37%  SW  scaled  reduction  for

all switch  degrees. The proposed EFR-HOXC  and  EBR-HOXC  can

offer  the smallest  level of  switeh  scales  at  a]most  the same  size;

they attain  over  45%  SW  scale  reduction.  Fig. 9 demonstrates the
SW  scale  variation  in terms  ofz  when  Ki8. It is clarified  that the

proposed HOXC  architectures  substantially  reduce  SW  size

rtHea.-onthuto-ogonvo-oomso･=)ut

An･fioqthano-oigo#KVo-aothse.-)an

3000025000

20000

lsoeoloeoo

sooo
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Fig. 8
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2500020000

1500010000

5000

4 6 8 10 12

       Switch degree (# offibers): K

 Switch scale  evaluation  for switch  degree, K.

         e

          O O.25 O.5 O.75 1

                OriginatingtTerminating ratio:  z

   Fig. 9 Switch scale  evaluation  for originatinglterminating
                     ratio,  z.

compared  to  the  single-layer  OXCs  regardless  of  restriction  type.

The  result  also  shows  that the proposed HOXC  variants  have

almost  constant  size  as  the  originatingtterminating  ratio  z  increases.

It should  be noted  that the SW  scale  evaluations  in this paper  do
not  incLude the CfDtC SW  part (common to all switches).  The  scale

of  CDIC  SW  incrcases in proportion to the square  of  the

originating/terminatingratio.

5. Conclusion

  This  paper proposed novel  optical  node  architectures  that can

control  the number  ofaddedfdropped  optical  signals.  The proposed
architecture  separately  implements, at WBXC,  the addfdrop

functions for originatingfterminating  operations  and  those for

greoming operations.  Numerical evaluations  revealed  that the

proposed HOXC  architecture  can  significantly  reduce  total switch

scale.  Moreover, thanks to the dedicated implementation of  each

addrdrop  function, colorless,  directionless and  contentionelss

capabilities  can  be realized  efficiently.  The substantial  degree of

switch  scale  reduction  available  with  novel  HOXC  architectures

Single-]ayerOXC
+Cemvcntionat(eachwavtlength}

'-i-P[oposed{earhvveve]L'ngth)
PrepesedHOXC

+Tota1+--+-"Eachfiber

'-il-"Eachvvaveband -'-t''-.
tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt'v..r............

''t'''''i"''-i.

ttttt..-.t.-.. t' S.ingt.e:la.ye.r...

."--+--.--e.-.--------..---e-Hor--.t..ttttttttttttttttttttttt
Hierarchical
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presented here will  extend  technology  choices;  reliable  PLC

technology, for example,  can  be applied  to create  flexible OXC

nodeswithcolorlesstdirectionlessfcontentionlesscapability.
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